
Monday
12/10/2018

Extra Resources
I-Ready Testing this week
Attachments
MixturesandSolutions.pptx
solid-liquid-gas-phases-
changes-venn-diagram-
sorting-activity-public.pdf
5.NBT.7SUMMATIVEREVIEW.doc

Intervention

Math
Build a Snowman - Decimal
Operations Review

Attachments
BuildaSnowmanADecimalOperationsReview.pdf

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can
demonstrate and explain
that mixtures of solids can
be separated based on
observable properties of
their parts such as particle
size, shape, color, and
magnetic attraction. Also
investigate/identify
materials that will dissolve
in water and those that will
not and identify the
conditions that speed up or
slow down the dissolving
process.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:

Tuesday
12/11/2018

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
Decimal Operations BINGO
- Review Game

Attachments
DecimalOperationsBingoMathReviewGame.pdf

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can
demonstrate and explain
that mixtures of solids can
be separated based on
observable properties of
their parts such as particle
size, shape, color, and
magnetic attraction. Also
investigate/identify
materials that will dissolve
in water and those that will
not and identify the
conditions that speed up or
slow down the dissolving
process.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: corn flakes and
iron lab

APPLICATION: SW work in
pairs and crush up corn
flake cereal and crush it
down to a fine crumble.
SW use magnets to pull out

Wednesday
12/12/2018

Early Release

Extra Resources
Attachments
RulesforDecimals.ppt

Math
Review for Summative:
• Adding and subtracting

decimals
• Multiplying and dividing

decimals

Attachments
DecimalsReviewAllOperations.pptx

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can
demonstrate and explain
that mixtures of solids can
be separated based on
observable properties of
their parts such as particle
size, shape, color, and
magnetic attraction. Also
investigate/identify
materials that will dissolve
in water and those that will
not and identify the
conditions that speed up or
slow down the dissolving
process.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: mints/baking soda
lab

Thursday
12/13/2018

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
Decimals Summative
Attachments
5.NBT.7AND5.MD.1SUMMATIVE.doc

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can
demonstrate and explain
that mixtures of solids can
be separated based on
observable properties of
their parts such as particle
size, shape, color, and
magnetic attraction. Also
investigate/identify
materials that will dissolve
in water and those that will
not and identify the
conditions that speed up or
slow down the dissolving
process.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Discovery
Education matter review
lab for summative

APPLICATION: Lakeshore
Matter Bingo

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: dissolve,
filter/filtration, magnetic
attraction, mixture, particle

Friday
12/14/2018

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
Christmas Escape Room -
Digital Version (Adding,
subtracting, dividing,
multiplying, and rounding
decimals)
Attachments
DigitalEscapeRoomCrackingtheClassroomCode5thGradeChristmasMath2.pdf

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can
demonstrate and explain
that mixtures of solids can
be separated based on
observable properties of
their parts such as particle
size, shape, color, and
magnetic attraction. Also
investigate/identify
materials that will dissolve
in water and those that will
not and identify the
conditions that speed up or
slow down the dissolving
process.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Summative on
Matter.

APPLICATION: students
will take the assessment.
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Mixtures http://studyjams.scholastic.com/
studyjams/jams/science/
matter/mixtures.htm

APPLICATION: SW mix
lemonade with water to see
how to speed up and slow
down the dissolving
process.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
dissolve, filter/filtration,
magnetic attraction,
mixture, particle size, retain
properties, sieve, sort,
surface area.

RESOURCES: cups,
spoons, lemonade powder,
water.

the iron of the corn flake
cereal.

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: dissolve,
filter/filtration, magnetic
attraction, mixture, particle
size, retain properties,
sieve, sort, surface area.

RESOURCES: magnets,
corn flake cereal, ziplock
bags.

APPLICATION: SW
complete the lab for
dissolving mints. SW see
how mints can dissolve
based on different temps of
water, and how stirring
increases the dissolving
process.

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: dissolve,
filter/filtration, magnetic
attraction, mixture, particle
size, retain properties,
sieve, sort, surface area.

RESOURCES: mints, cups,
water, spoons.
Attachments
DissolvingCandy.docx

size, retain properties,
sieve, sort, surface area.

RESOURCES: game from
lakeshore kit, ipads
Attachments
BenchmarkReviewSC.5.P.8.3mixtures.pdf
Scales.ppt

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: dissolve,
filter/filtration, magnetic
attraction, mixture, particle
size, retain properties,
sieve, sort, surface area.

RESOURCES: see
attached.
Attachments
MatterSummative.doc
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